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Background
• Remote robot systems with force feedback has actively

been researched.
• With multiple remote robot systems, the efficiency and

accuracy of cooperative work can largely been improved.
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Problems (1/2)

The influence of network delay in each remote robot system
(i.e., between haptic interface device and industrial robot) has
not been clarified so far.

*1 K. Kanaishi et al., in Proc. ICTCE, Nov. 2019.

 We investigated the effect of the adaptive Δ-causality control
for cooperative work in remote robot systems with force
feedback *1.

 The influence of network delay between the master and slave
robots was examined.
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Problems (2/2)

The effect of the control in cooperative work between the two
remote robots systems by using the master-slave relation has
not been studied so far.

*2  S. Ishikawa et al., in Proc. WSCE, Dec. 2019.

 We clarified the effect of the robot position control using force
information for cooperative work between the two remote
robot systems*2.

 There is no robot-robot communication.
 The influence of network delay in each remote robot system for

equal relationship is examined.
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Purpose

 To investigate the effect of the adaptive Δ-causality
control, the robot position control using force information,
and a combination of both in remote master-slave robot
systems by experiment

 To clarify which QoS control is the most effective

 To investigate the influence of network delay in each
remote robot system

This Study



Remote Robot Master-Slave 
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The user employs the 
haptic interface device of 
master system to move 
both robots cooperatively.

The user of the slave system just
holds the haptic interface device
while perceiving the force .



Adaptive Δ-Causality Control 
(ADC)

The output timing of the master robot position information is
delayed dynamically according to the network delay.

The value of ∆t is obtained by smoothing the network delay dt
measured at time t by the following equation:

Δt = αΔt-1 + (1 – α) dt

where α : Smoothing coefficient and is set to 0.998 *1

dt : Network delay at time t

*1 K. Kanaishi et al., in Proc. ICTCE, , Nov. 2019.



Robot Position Control using 
Force Information (RPC)

The robot position control with force information adjusts the 
robot position according to the force applied to the object carried 
by the robot arms.

The new position information �𝑺𝑺t is obtained as follows:
�𝑺𝑺t = St + P   

where �𝑺𝑺t : New position vector of robot at time t  (t>0)
St  : Position vector of robot arm from haptic 

interface  device at t (t>0)
P : Position adjustment vector                        



Experiment Method (1/3)
 The wooden blocks are piled-up before and behind the wooden

stick which is grasped by the two robot arms.

 The task is to touch the uppermost paper blocks of the piled-
up building blocks (front and back) with the wooden stick
grasped by the two robot arms by using the haptic interface
device.

Robot Arm of 
Master System

Robot Arm of 
Slave System



Experiment Method (2/3)
 The additional delay was varied by using a network 

emulator (NIST Net). 

The additional delay of the master system is varied from 0 ms
to 200 ms at intervals of 100 ms.

The additional delay between the master and slave robots is 
varied from 0 ms to 200 ms at intervals of 50 ms.

The task was repeated 10 times for different additional delay 
combinations. 



Experiment Method (3/3)

 Average of average force
 10 times average of temporal average force during each 

task at each robot

 Average of maximum force
 Average of maximum force during each task at each robot

Performance measures



Demo Video

No control RPC +ADC 

Additional delay in Master system is 200 ms
Additional delay between master and slave robot is 200 ms









Experiment Results (1/4)

Additional delay in Master system is 0 ms

Average of average force
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Experiment Results (2/4)

Additional delay in Master system is 0 ms
Average of maximum force
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Experiment Results (3/4)

Master system additional delay is 200 ms
Average of average force
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Experiment Results (4/4)

Master system additional delay is 200 ms
Average of maximum force
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Conclusions
We compared the effects of the adaptive Δ-causality control, the
robot position control using force information, and a combination
of both for cooperative work in remote master-slave robot
systems.

We found that the combination of the adaptive Δ- causality
control, and the robot position control with force information
is the most effective.



Future Work
 To apply the combination of the adaptive Δ-causality control 

and the robot position control with force information to 
other types of cooperative work

 To investigate the system behavior in various kinds of 
network environment (packet loss and delay jitter)
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